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REPORT ON THJ PROGRESS MADE ON THD ESTABLISHMENT OP THE AFRICAN

INSTITUTE FOR SCOBOMIC D^VJLOPMJNT

AND PLANNING

INTRODUCTION

1. Operative paragraph C of resolution 58(lV) lays upon the

Executive Secrotary the duty of reporting to the Commission at its

fifth session on the preparations made between the fourth and the fifth

session for the establishment of the Institute.

2. In compliance with that request, this report comprises five

parts as follows:

- A summary of the preparations completed

- A study of the material conditions for the installation and

operation of the Institute at Dakar

- A study of the conditions under which the Institute of

National Planning at Cairo could serve as a sub-regional

Institute

- A draft statute of the Institute (for approval by the

Commission)

- The financing of the counterpart funds,

PART ONE

SUMMARY OF THU PREPARATIONS COMPLETED

3. The work done a*d "Wm steps taken will be considered under three

successive heads: preparation of the project; seeking of sources of

financing; and the starting activities themselves.

Preparation of the project

4- The essential stage in the preparation of the project, based on the

deliverations of the fourth session of the Commission, was the joint

meeting at Dakar, in June 1962, of the Standing Committee of Direction
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and of the panel of experts constituted under resolution 58(IV). The

recommendations of the six member countries of the Committee are to be

found in the report of that meeting (document E/CIT.I4/172).

5* Briefely, the Committee of Six distinguished three types of

instruction: -

- A principal course of two years intended for African civil

servants or students at graduate level. This course will

consist of two periods of nine months each; candidates

having the requisite knowledge of economics or statistics -will

only attend the second part, while the others will attend

the full course,

— Introductory courses on problems and methods of planning,

lasting two or three months,

- Planning courses of about three months in specialized fields

such as agricultural development, educational development,

the utilization of human resources, etc.,

6.- A large place will be allocated to research, particularly in the

organization of the principal course, in order to adopt the Institute's

teaching as closely as possible to the conditions prevailing in Africa.

In particular, the introductory planning course should enable the lecturers

to become familiar with the development plans of the various African

countries. Similarly, close relations will be maintained between the

Institute on the one hand and the Universities and centres of economic

and statistical research in Africa an"i3 outside Africa on the other hand.

7. It is further intended that the lecturers and senior staff of the

Institute shall be able to carry out advisory functions for African

countries, provided that the necessary co-ordination in this -field is

established with the Economic Commission for Africa,

8. The Institute's teaching will be given in English and French, thus

enabling documents and data collected throughout all the countries cf-the
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continent to be used. The abolition of the language barrier and the

training of personnel from all the African countries should be a powerful

factor in promoting the meeting of minds in the economic sphere.

9. The recommendations of the panel of experts with regard to the

syllabus of the principal ccurse provided by the Institute appear in

Annex I of the report of the Dakar meeting. In paragraph19 of the report,

the Committee of Six "noted that the experts regarded this programme as

very tentative and that considerably more work would be necessary before

a final and detailed programme for the principal course: w,a.s established."

10, It is quite obvious that the detailed syllabus will be the: fruit

of long-term elaboration which will be improved from year:!,^o year. Many

comments have already been received on the syllabus prepared by the experts,

and it is intended to hold a special meeting of the starting team of the

Institute in Spring 1963 on this matter, pending the setting up of the

directing bodies of the Institute,

It will be noted that the principal course of two years as

contemplated by the Committee of Six is intended both for" graduate

students and for civil servants. The experts interpreted the- Committee's

directives as follows!

- The first-year syllabus is intended for young civil

servants or students who have not had the mathematical,

,statistical and economic training required'for practising

the techniques of planning. This first year is therefore

intended to equip the trainees in these subjects.

- The second-year syllabus provides for complete instruction not

only in planning techniques but also in general ctevelopment

policies, and includes a number of optional courses on the

development of particular economic sectors.
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11. Among the comments received on this subject, we should mention

the following:- ...:.. ■■ - . ... ,-■ ... ■ ■

a)' The Committee of Six itself, in June 1962, insisted

•■ " (paragraph8 of the report) that the9 syllabus should'

. . place more emphasis on the study of: ., -.'.-:.

■ ... . — regional and physical planning; . , . -: .:_]■%■_: ;

... ~. planning experiences in African and other countries ;._^j:, ./.

..... — study of. development .structures;. . ■ • ■ . ..-..■.. ...; ., ■

,. - sociological problems of development, : . . ; . .

The oooffidnts were taken into consideration to a large extent by

the experts in-Annex I of thp:: report of the June meeting, .; ~ ,w

• b) When-the specialized agencies- bi1 the United Nations"'were

■ consulted about the syllabus'^" they stressed similar aspects,

■ ' ■*''"| and'they too recommended that all the trainees coming from'"

:;;i ' ■"■' " central planning bodies or 'selected by those "bodies should

be obliged to follow an optional course on a particular

. . .economic sector., so as t.o facilitate the .future, relations

. . ^./between the. central planning body and the specialized ^ministries.

- c) The starting team of the Institute in its'preliminary'discussions

outlined an organization of the principal course differing on

■ an.essential point, from the experts1 project-:

two-year course would be reserved for students, and the

': gs-neral development studies, which at present are covered

almost wholly in the-second year, would be spread over both

- years of-'the syllabus. These studies would lead to a

.diploma;. .... .....

.— periods o,f nine months would be organized every year for

. civil servants, using some of the first .and second year

students' .courses and adding to them :a.:numbea?-rof special

courses. The study of planning techniques (econometrics,

economic models, etc..) would not be so comprehensive
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as for the students, but the general problems

of development would reoeive equal, if not

greater, attention.

d) All the organizations or experts consulted urged

that the principal course should be bilingual,

even with the greater financial burden.

12. The Executive Secretary of the Commission took care to remain

in close contact with the United Nations Specialized Agencies at every

stage of formulation of the project. It will "be noted that ILO, FAO,

WHO and UNESCO were represented by observers at the June meeting of

the Committee of Six. In July 1962, and later in December 1962, there

were brief meetings between the. EGA secretariat and representatives of the

four agencies mentioned. Thanlca to these contacts, a very cordial and

co-operative atmosphere was created; the Specialized Agencies propose to

give the Institute considerable assistance in the starting period from

their own budgets; they also made important suggestions to the effect that

close co-operation should subsequently be established between the Institute

and these Agencies. These suggestions will be found later in the report

in the appropriate paragraphs on the statute.

13o Similarly, close contacts were established with the Secretariat of

the OAMCS and the Government of Morocco so as to co-ordinate the syllabus of

the Dakar Institute on the one hand and the sub-regional Institutes set up

by the OAMCE and Morocco on the other hand. Here again an atmosphere of

friendly co-operation prevails, and the syllabuses drawn up for the two

sub-regional Institutes, far from hampering the operation of the Dakar

.nstitute, have been designed to cater for medium-level trainees who may

later complete their training at Dakar. In turn the Dakar Institute will be

able, within the limits of its resources, to assist the sub-regional

institutes.
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H* ■■■■■ Ch.ipL^sT III of the report of the meeting'of the Committee of Six

cot.zzc.^.:^ the financial problems and distinguishes between:

a) Contributions in kind from the Government of Senegal and from

the govrrnn.5r.ts of the host countries of specialised or

■ ' information courses;

o) • vlio fellowship budget;

c) the oabii "ju&gst for the operation of the Institute.

j. 5.' In accordance with the position taken by his delegation at the fourth

cession of the Conn.icsion, the o^vernment of Senegal has made the necessary

arrangements for acoomiacdating the Headquarters of the Institute. Details

cf those arrangements -arc given in the second part of this report* The

Government cf Senegal further' intends to place three lecturers at the

Institute-t. d?.sp'osclb:

16, Th« c-'ferr. rriado "by ths* Government of the UAR are- referred to in the

thi-'l £9.-rt ci this report: It will also be noted (paragraph 18 of the

June i.'ripcrt) that ths Cou^ittee of Six approved the measures wheroby the

^averni-i-jnt1; of Lo3t countries would.be ..requested, to share in the cost of the

apeoialiasd and iiitrod-jLO^ory coursos. . .

17' Tte foll'j-wsjiip "budget is dealt with in paragraphs 20 and 21 of the

rcjioi z of -'^it- CoxTi.ittss cf Six. following this report, the Bureau of

Technics.] ft.ssisto.ncs Cper^tioiis placed at th.er Institute's disposal a sum of

more than S6G_,GC0 for tho followship holders of the. first principal coursej

.^o that a f-.rsv celcction cf fellowship candidates could be made immediately

(see starting activitiss) -.

18. >;itL regard to t.he -cash--budget, the Committee of Six had noted in

June .that an important part of the cash funds (counterpart funds), and

Xrj/o at lea^t of the experts' expenses, would be met from sources other than

the United Nations Special Fund, (paragraph 22 of the roport). The
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Committee had also requested the Secretariat;

a) to prepare a request for assistance from' the Special Fund

which would "be submitted in identical terms "by the six

member countries to the Special Fund authorities;

b) to examine methods of obtaining counterpart cash funds either

from beneficiary governments or from organizations which

might make a contribution on behalf of those countries.

19* The problem of counterpart cash funds is taken up in detail in the

last part of this report, in the light of the consultations undertaken by the

secretariat. A budget revision made in November in co-operation with the

Government of Senegal showed a total of $1,500)000 for the counterpart

funds to cover the first five years of the Institute, whereas in the budget

submitted to the Special Fund in October these funds had been tentatively-

estimated at $l,375;OOO.

20. The draft request for assistance from the Special Fund was submitted

to the six member countries of the Committee by the secretariat in the

second forinight of October. The draft was signed at the end of October

"by the Government of Senegal and in November by the governments ox Gabon,

Somalia, Togo and Tunisia. At the time of drafting this report, the

secretariat has no news as to the signature of the request by the Government

of the UAH.

21. The request to the Special Fund repeats the conclusions of the

Committee of Six and estimates the assistance to be requested from the

Special Fund at 133 expert-years. This assistance would permit the

recruitment of a staff of 20 permanent lecturers, several temporary lecturers,

the Director and Deputy Director of the Institute, an administrator and five

translators and interpreters for a period of five years. The cost of the

assistance requested from the Special Fund to cover the five years was

estimated at $3,400,000, which, added to the counterpart cash funds of

$1,500,000, makes the total operational budget of the Institute $4,900,000

(with the exception of fell-wships)„
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22. There is no doubt that the cost of operation is higher than that

of the similar Institutes contemplated in Latin America and in the Far

East. This can "be attributed to three factors:

a) the establishment of- a two-year course for students,

whereas the other Institutes are limited to a nine-month

course for public officials^

b) the fact that the Institute is bilingual; of the 133

expert~yoars5 22 are earmarked for interpreters and

translators 5

c) the cost of living at Dakar. If the same project had

been submitted in Latin America, it would have cost

$700,000 less; owing to the low cost of living ,/b

de Chili*

23. The negotiations with the United Nations Special Fund may well be

affected by these differences with rospect to the budgets of other Institutes.

Details of the negotiations are given in the next section*

Activities for starting the Institute.

24. In June I962 the Committee of Six had been informed 'of the time

table to be followed in requesting assistance from the Special Fund, from

which it emerged that the request for assistance could not be approved

before the middle of 1963 at the earliest, In paragraph 13 of the report,

the Committee had decided that "every effort should be made to introduce

the principal course in the utumn of 1963", and had 'stated that it would be

"advisable to conduct one introductory course and one specialized course in

1963/64."

25. In order to keep to this time-table, the Executive Secretary of the

Commission looked for temporary sources of financing, which enabled a

starting team to be constituted by the end of 1962. These funds were

provided by the United Nations Bureau of Technical Assistance1 Operations,
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which not only provided a fellowship budget (see paragraph 17) but also

authorized^ recruitment of six experts for a period of one to Wo years

as veil as the financing of their activities. Moreover, the SpecxaUzed

Agencies have offered for the first six months of 1963, out of their own

budgets, the following assistance, three HO experts, one FAO expert,

one WHO expert and one UUBSCO expert. Thus a team of twelve experts 1.

being constituted to prepare the Instituted activities for the academe

year 1963/64.

26 The experts in the starting team, four of whom have already teen

recruited, are to undertake the preparation of the documents needed for

the basic courses at Dakar. They will also make contact with the

government of the UAH and Tunisia, since the Committee of Six recommended

that one specialized course and one introductory course should be conducted

in those two countries respectively in 1963/64.

2T Besides this, in the last few months of 1962 the Secretariat

carried out a pre-selection of fellowship candidates for the principal

course which is supposed to begin at Dakar in October 1963. The replies

from the African countries were very encouraging, as they enabled files to

be compiled on some forty candidates, all graduate and most of them students.

He thus find confirmation of the support given by the member countrxes of

the Commission to the decision taken by the Committee of Six to organize

a two-year course open not only to civil servants but also to students.

28. However, a delicate problem is going to arise with regard to the

continuation of the starting activities, which the Commission will have to

settle at its fifth session. It appears from the first reactions of the

Special Fund that the approval of the request for assistance, which it had

been hoped would *e-granted in the middle of 1963, has now been postponed

until January 1964-

29. The Managing Director of the Special Fund has in fact just made

the following statement to the Governing Council of the F^d at the meeting

of January 1963*
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"We have now with pleasure received a request, sponsored by a

number of African Governments, for assistance in the establishment of

an'African Institute for Development and Planning, While we are still

actively engaged in the evaluation of this request and in other steps

to ensure its effective preparation, I am deeply impressed by the importance

and urgency of such a project for the countries of Africa, and for the

rational development of the Continent as a whole. I am confident that

a soundly conceived project can finally be shaped and presented to you

for approval in January 1964 so that, the Governing Council'concurring,

the operations of a third regional Development Planning Institute can- begin

in Afrioa early in 1964*»

The Special Fund authorities have therefore decided to alter the

■time-table owing to difficulties which a representative of the Special

Fund will come and explain to the Commission at its fifth session. The

new time-table would be as follows*

January and February 1963.

February 1963.

April - June 1963

15 July 1963.

The Special Fund appoints a group of .

consultants to consider the project..

Statement by a representative of the

Special Fund to the fifth session.

Visit to Africa by the group of consultants,

The consultants hand in their report. This

report will immediately afterwards "be

submitted to the Committee of; Six or to

- the decision-making body set up by the

Commission.to be the future Governing

Council of the Institute, whioh would

meet about 30 July. .
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October 1963. Meeting of the Consultative Board of the

Special Fund. ::

January 1964. Consideration of the request "by the

Governing Council of the Special Fund.

February 1964. Formulation of the plan of operations and

first meeting t>f the Governing Council of

the Institute.

30. It would seem that the Special Fund's attitude is' dictated

principally by the following considerations:

a) The complexity of the problem, especially the difficult

question of the decentralization of the Institute's

activities, which is dealt with, in the third part of

this report;

b) the clarifications needed to be made concerning the

principal course at Dakar, particularly as to the

misgivings expressed in paragraphs 9 to 11 of this report;

c) the time-lag between the sending of the request for assistance

from the Special Fund and the decision to be taken by the

Commission on the financing of the counterpart funds

(last part of this report).

31. The new time-table proposed by the Special Fund raises two related

problems:

- One is whether it is advisable to start in October 1963

a teaching programme which may be challenged in January 1964

by the Governing Council of the Special Fund. In particular,

it is clear from the preceding paragraph that the Special Fund

wishes to reconsider whether it is advisable to conduct a two-

year course, as had been the intention of the experts in

June 1962;
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— If the answer to the first question is yes, the Executive

Secretary will have to find temporary sources of financing

much greater than had hitherto been anticipated, i.e.,,

sufficient ..to fill the gap until about March 1964 [instead

of July 1963) when the Special Fund would take :pyer: the

financing, ._.--.

The Commission will have fco take a decision on the first question and,

if necessary on the second question, in the light of the statement by the

representative of the Special Fund and of the recommendations .of the

Committee of Six which is to meet at the beginning of the fifth session.
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PART TWO

STUDY OF THE MATERIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE' INSTALLATION

AND OPERATION OF THE INSTITUTE AT DAKAR

32. The material conditions for the installation and operation of the

Institute at Dakar were discussed "by the Secretariat with the Government

of Senegal during the course of three visits from the Secretariat, in

June 1962, in October 1962, and in November 1962.

33. Firstly, the delegation of the Government of Senegal had the

following statement recorded in paragraph 17 of the Report of the June

1962 meeting :

"The representative of the Government of Senegal recalled the

statements made by his country's delegation at the fourth session

of the EOA and gave the following details with respect to

contributions in kind s

(a) as a temporary measure, the building of the former Faculty

of Science at Dakar would "be made available to the Institute

as soon as the latter started operating;

(b) .the Institute would be permanently established on a plot of

land which the Government of Senegal proposed to provide free

of charge and which would be big enough to hold buildings

for lecture rooms and for residential purpose".

34. ■ Further, in October 1962 when the Government of Senegal signed

the request for assistance from the Special Fund it "undertook to provide

the Institute with the premises needed for the activities to be under

taken at Dakar (direction and administration of the Institute, principal

courses research, etc...)'1.

35. Following this decision, the Government immediately began the

study of a project for the permanent building of the Institute._ The

project, which was communicated to the Secretariat in November 1962,

provides for 33 offices, four lecture halls including one able to hold

500 people, eight classrooms, a reading room, a common-room (foyer) for
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the students, a cafeteria, a library and various facilities including

sickroom. The whole construction would occupy 5,400 square metres and

would cost CFA Fr. 300,000,0.00, or about $US 1,200,000. Talks are in

progress with a view to possible assistance from a European Government

for the construction of this building.

36. The maintenance and operating expenses of the Institute were

re-estimated in November 1962 on the basis of this new building. That

is one of the reasons why the counterpart funds were re-estimated at

$US l,50C,000 over the five years instead of $US 1,375,000.

37• One member of the Institute's starting team is now stationed at

Dakar so as to keep in touch with the Government of Senegal concerning

the preparations to be made if the academic programme is to begin in

October 1963? and in particular to discuss :

- the amount of the trainee fellowships,

- the housing of the trainees at the University, ■

- the planning of the temporary building,

- the accommodation of the lecturers in the starting team, etc...

PART THREE

STUDY OF THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THE INSTITUTE OF PLANNING

AT CAIRO COULD SERVE AS A SUB-REGIONAL INSTITUTE

_j8. The material conditions for using the Institute of Planning at

Cairo were discussed during a visit by the Secretariat in April 1962,

and were the subject of a statement by the representative of the UAR

at the June meeting of the Gommittee of Six.

39* This statement, which is reproduced in paragraph 19 of the report,

stipulates s

"that the Cairo sub-regional Institute would be supplied with

premises and housing for the lecturers;

That the Government of the UAR granted fifteen fellowships

annually to African students at the Cairo Planning Institute

and was ready to offer similar facilities to African students

who wished to follow the courses of the sub-regional Institute

as soon as it started operating".
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40. While there seems to "be no problem as the material installation,

the date for the starting of operations of the sub-regional Institute

and the nature of its activities are still to be settled. The Committee

of Six, in June 1962, wished priority to be given to starting the

activities of the principal course at Dakar (paragraph 12 of the Report)

and "decided that for the time being Dakar would be the only formal

duty station of the permanent staff of the Institute". The only activity

contemplated in Cairo in the academic year 1963/64 is a specialized

course, but it was agreed that the location of the first specialised

and introductory courses "should not be regarded as implying that a

definite decision had been taken on the location of future courses".

41. Thus the nature of the activities of the future sub-regional

Institute and the date of starting operations are still to be settled.

From the discussions of the Committee of Six and the consultations with

the specialized agencies, the following factors emerge ;

(a) First, there are facilities at Cairo -which would be very

useful for the African Institute, In particular, a series

of lectures on planning began in Cairo in English in January 1963,

(b) Secondly, the majority of the Committee of Six were in favour

of the Institute's activities having a unitary structure, so

as to form an integrated whole whatever the geographical location

of the activities. This would exclude a sharing of functions

between Dakar and Cairo on a geographical basis, as would be

the case if some African countries sent trainees to Cairo and

others to Dakar to follow the same sylkbus.

(0) It had also been suggested in the discussion that the principal

course should be held at Dakar and the specialized courses at

Cairo. This should be possible, but if it is desired to maintain

an integrated structure of activities, a certain number of

lecturers must be the same for "both types of instruction.

Thus, in the specialized course which is to be held at Cairo

in 1963/64 on manpower planning, the lecturers who teach

the general techniques of planning including the planning
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of manpower should be the same at Dakar as at Cairo; and

similarly the optional course on the planning of manpower

.which is to be given at Dakar within the principal course

will have to be based on what was said at Cairo. All this

makes it difficult, at least during the starting period of

the Institute, to allocate resident lecturers permanently

to Cairo.

(d) Lastly, the possibility was suggested of organizing the

introductory planning courses at Cairo. This comes up

against the difficulty that these courses are supposed to

enable a certain number of civil servants from African

countries to be trained on the spot, which implies that

the introductory courses are to be organized each time m

a different country and not in a fixed place.

42, These difficulties as to be geographical distribution of

activities have not been resolved, nor have those connected with the

use of other sub-regional facilities. No doubt the views of the Commission

at its fifth session will help to interpret item A-2 of the operative

part of resolution 58(IV), which mentions taking advantage of these

facilities. In particular, it would be very useful if the following

points could be clarified:

(a) Does the establishment of a sub-regional Institute at Cairo

imply assigning resident lecturers to Cairo ?

(b) If so, what continuing activities should take place at Cairo

and when should these activities be started ?

(c) What interpretation should be given to "taking advantage of

any other sub-regional facilities that may be offered by other

countries ?"

43. In studying these questions, the Commission will have to keep

accounts of the financial implications, particularly those involved

in assigning lecturers away from Dakar.
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PART FOUR

DRAFT STATUTE OF THE INSTITUTE

44. A preliminary draft statute for the Institute was1' circulated

in October I962 to the members of the Committee of Six through the

Executive Secretary. At the same time it was proposed that the six member

countries should meet if they wished in order to finalize the statute.

The latter proposal received a negative reply, but all the members

agreed to meet at the beginning of the fifth session.

45- At the .same time a number of written comments were made by' the

six governments on the role of the Governing Council, the Director

of the Institute, and the. Advisory Board on Studies. As those proposals

were also discussed with the United Nations Specialized Agencies, we

give below, together with the original text, the comments made from

both quarters.

Governing Council

46. The original text of the preliminary draft statute stipulated :

"The Governing Council shall be constituted of ten members :

- The Executive Secretary of the ECA, Chairman*

- One representative of the host government of the Headquarters

of the Institute;

- One representative of the host government of the sub-regional

Institute, 'when this is set upj

- Seven members elected for three years by the Commission and chosen

as individuals on the basis of their professional competence;

to he drawn from seven different member or associate countries

of the ECA;

Seven deputies" will also be similarly elected for a similar

1 period;

- The Director of the Institute, who shall aot as Secretary to

the Council and take part in its deliberations without the

power to vote.
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The Governing Council shall meet annually and shall replace the

present Committee of Direction as soon as the Institute has been set

up. The Council shall receive the annual report of the Director and give

him directives'1*

47. The comments made "by the members of the Committee of Six are

as follows :

Gabon, Somalia, Tunisia s agree

Senegal : . The Executive Secretary of the ECA may attend the

meetings of the Governing Council but shall not

be a member. The Council shall elect its

chairman from among its members.

Further, besides the functions mentioned in

the preliminary draft, the Council shall

examine the budget proposals made -by the

Director and approve .the budget.

48. The comments made by the Specialized agencies are as follows :

(a) The choice of seven members "on the basis of their

professional competence" does not seem clear - it would be

better to speak of members "chosen as individuals on the basis

of their ability and attainments in fields relevant to the

work of the Institute". The rest unchanged.

(b) concerning the election "for three ye-ars" of the seven

elected members, the Specialized iigencies point out that it

would be useful to replace the first team by successive sections

so as to ensure continuity in the membership of the Counci".

The original system would have the disadvantage of creating

a total discontinuity between the tnird and fourth year.

(c) the election of these seven members by the Commission could

be on the lines of the usual rules for the election of member

countries serving on the functional commissions of the Economic

and Social Council.
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(d) The Specialized Agencies would like to have the opportunity

of sending observers to Council meetings. Although it does

not need to appear in the statute, this possibility, might

"be discussed by the Council itself when it considers its

rules of procedure.

Direotor of the Institute :

49» The original text had the following wording:

"The director shall be appointed by the Secretary General of the

United Nations, after consultation with the Governing Council.

He shall direct the Institute in accordance with the directives

of the Council, under the general guidance of its Chairman, the

Executive Secretary of ECA".

50. The observations of the member countries of the Committee of Six

are as follows:

Gabont "We might make a comment on the appointment of the Director of

the Institute; in view of the importance of this post from the

point of view of the future of the Institute and its influence,

the consultation with the Governing Council should be ve-ry thorough;

the statute might lay down that a minimum of two or "three--names

should be proposed for cohsideration by the Governing Council. It

is not stated how the Deputy Direotor is to be appointed; a

procedure similar to that proposed for the appointment of the

Director would seem appropriate".

Senegal! "The Director of the Institute shall be appointed by the Secretary

General of the United Nations after approval by the Governing

Council. He shall direct the Institute in accordance with the

directives of the Governing Council."

Somalia-

„. . . Agree with original text.

51* The Specialized Agencies took the unanimous view that the Director

should have full authority for organizing and administering the Institute's

programme, including the special courses and sectorial courses, and that
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the. staff of the Institute, including members nominated by Specialized

Agencies, should work as a team under his general direction. The grade

and standing of the Director and Deputy Director should be as high as

possible.

Advisory Board on Studies

52. Original text: "An advisory body, the Board of Studies, shall be set

up to enable the Director to co-ordinate the detailed activities of the

Institute with the EGA and the Specialized Agencies of the United Nations.

This Board must include among its members the Director and Deputy Director,

the Director of the main study course (who might be an official seconded

from UNESCO, in view of the special concern of this organization with

university training), and representatives of specialized agencies and the

ECA.

The Board of Studies shall meet annually or more often, after the

meeting of the Governing Council and shall assist the Director in the

implementation of the programme determined by the Council." '

53« Comments from the member countries of the Committee of Six:

Gabon, "Somalia: agree.

Senegal; "considers the idea of setting up an advisory body on studies

an excellent one. It would indeed be desirable for a team of

experts and lecturers specialized in various fields to be

reponsible, in close collaboration with the Director of the

Institute, for the technical preparation and implementation of

the programmes and courses they will be called upon to give".

The following text is proposed:

"The Advisory Board on Studies shall undertake 1

- the organization-of the studies

- their co-ordination with the activities of the ECA and the

Specialized agencies of the United Nations?
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Its membership is as follows:

- the Director of the Institute;

- the academic staff directing the studies of the Institute;

- one representative of the ECA;

- one representative from each of the Specialized Agencies of

the United Nations.

The Advisory Board on Studies may invite any person whose

presence it may oonsider useful to sit in at its meetings".

Tunisia: suggests that the members of the Advisory Board on Studies

should "be chosen from among African professional personnel

(technicians) or lecturers.

54« Comments by the Specialised Agencies:

(a) The following titles were suggested:

French: Conseil de perfeotionnement des etudes

English: Advisory Committee

(b) As Senegal suggested, the functions of the Advisory Board

should be expanded to include not only co-ordination but also

the preparation and consideration of the syllabuses,

(c) Also in accordance with the suggestions of Senegal, the Council

should have the right to invite to its meetingsanyone whose

presence it might consider useful.

(d) The last sentence of the preliminary draft should be replaced

by the following: "The Advisory Committee should meet at least

once a year and shall advise the Director on the formulation

of the draft programme of the Institute and when-necessary on

the implementation of the programme".

Oo-ordination with the OAKCE

55- Lastly, the Secretariat takes pleasure in recording an exchange of

views on the problems of co-ordination between the Institute contemplated

by the OAMCE and the Dakar Institute. That exchange took place at the

meeting of the Committee on Economic and Social Development of the OAMCE

which was held at Brazzaville from 12 to 15 December 1962, to which the
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EGA Secretariat had "been courteously invited to send an observer. At

the close of the Committee's discussions a recommendation was adopted,

from which we have extracted "below paragraphs 1 and 4> concerning co

ordination with the Dakar Institute and the desire shown "by the OAMCE

to establish "statutory" relations "between the two institutes.

"RECOMMENDATION ffo 6

Concerning the seating up of an Institute of Applied Development

under the OAMCE.

The Committee on Economic and Social Development of the OAMCE,

meeting at Brazzaville from 12 to 15 December 1962, ....

RECOMMENDS

that the Council of Ministers of the OAMCEs

1. should ask the General Secretary of the OAMCE to continue

his efforts to seek multilateral financing and co-ordination with

institutes existing or to "be established such as those of the ECA at

Dakar and of the INADES at Abidjan, and in particular to provide for

a statutory liaison with them;

2. should establish that institute as rapidly as possible and

decide on the location of its headquarters;

3

4. that it should train in development and for development the

personnel needed by the States, with the exception of senior staff. In

the lattarcase, the training will be mainly undertaken by the ECA

Institute at Dakar.
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. ■ ; ... . • . .PART FIVE; - . .. ; • ; . -. .... ■ .1

THE FINANCING OF THE COUNTERPART FUNDS

56., Resolution 58(IV) refers to a draft convention between States.

It is suggested .that the Committee of Six, during its meeting at the

beginning of the fifth session, should discuss the assessment of the

counterpart funds and. submit a drafts-far the Commission'stapprovalj

this will enable the ..Governing .Council of the Institute . to draw up a

convention later. ..,. .... .,. ,

57- An important preliminary problem is that of ascertaining which

countries, are: .. .

(a) eligible to be signatories of the future convention. The

only final signatories among the-eligible .countries., will be::

, .those countries that have agreed to .sign the convention and

to pay their contribution.- ■ ;- , . . ■

(b) beneficiaries of the Institute. Among these we will find

. v *.^. ..«, s- -^^ signatories of the convention, but it may also be

possible 'to admit members who are not eligible as signatories

to take advantage of the Institute's activities.

In_considering, these two. points, the Commission, should in particular

make a decision on the case of the Associate Members of the ECA. . ■ .-.

The statements that follow do not in any way prejudge the ultimate
; ... ... , .1. j

deoisions of the Commission. In particular the annexed tables are simply

given as an illustration and they include, as an indication, the thirty-

two African countries list&d' by the Sub-Committee responsible for setting

up the African Development Eank.

58. As stated in paragraph 19.above, the counterpart funds were

estimated at $1,500,000 distributed over a .period of five years. They

include,., first, 1$% of the cost of experts, or $450,000. In tais budget

there are also the costs of the. secretariat staff, the non-technical

equipment and maintenance. The budget covering these costs is reproduced

in Appendix II, as well as a provisional distribution by year.
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The- total <jr£ this bu£#»t is at preeent eiwouded in a double

uncertainty.

(a) First, roughly a third of the total is likely to be either

increased or decreased since it consists of a contribution

($450,000) to the sum paid by the Special Fund for the cost

of experts. We must therefore await the Special Fund's

decision before we know the final amount.

(b) secondly, the Executive Secretary is actively seeking donors

who might ultimately subscribe some portion of the counter

part funds on behalf of African countries.

59. On the other hand, the Commission could approve a method of assess

ment and might make the Governing Council of the Institute at its first

meeting responsible for applying this method of assessment to the final

total. All the tables, prepared in this document were drawn up as an

indication,, on the basis of the provisional total of $1,500,000.

£0, Only one comment was made to the Kxec-utive Secretary*, -during £he vo&%

year on the method of assessment of the counterpart funds. This was in

the covering letter of the request for assistance from the Special Fund

from the Government of Gabon, where it was suggested that the counterpart

funds, should be assessed among the user countries in proportion to the

number of trainees at the Institute.

61. This proposal calls for the following comments:

(a) first, it puts forward the principle of an assessment of

States in proportion, to the effective use they make of the

teaching facilities.

(b) second, it gives rise to number of practical objections:

- The Institute is to conduct several types of teaching

simultaneously, undertaken by the same lecturers. Four

types of trainees could be envisaged: two-year trainees

for the Dakar course, nine-month trainees for the Dakar

course, and three or four-month trainees for the introductory

courses and the specialized courses. "It would be difficult

to calculate the contribution from States according to

these different types of trainees.
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- Secondly, the expenses attributable to the counterpart

funds are unequally distributed over the years. For

example, the budget of the first year includes capital

costs and is thereby greatly expanded. Should the Govern

ments sending trainees for this first year be penalized ?

- Lastly, this formula introduces some uncertainty concerning

the finances of the Institute, which runs the danger of

not being accepted by the Special Fund . This uncertainty

derives from the fact that the source of funds will vary

from year to year, and it can only be dispelled if the

States pay their contribution in advance in proportion

to the number of trainees they intend to send over the

five years*

(o) In order to obviate all the preceding objections, States should

therefore say in advance how many trainees they intend sending

to the Institute for the first five years, and pay their

contribution in advance. It will still be necessary to

simplify the calculation and, for example, only base it on

the two categories of trainees at the Dakar course. A specific

proposal is made in paragraph 66 below.

62. If we assume that all the African States will not make equal use of

the Institute's services, owing to their differing population or income,

we have to eliminate the simplest method of assessment, which would be to

divide the burden equally between the States signatories of the convention.

That system would involve an average of about $47,000 per State for 32

signatories.

63. One very simple system would no doubt be a contribution proportional

to the population of each State. As the total population is frequently

somewhat uncertain and varies from:year to year, the States could be grouped

into several classes aocording to population and a uniform flat-rate

assessment adopted for each class. A model of this type is given in

table A.
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64. It might also be thought reasonable to take into account the

financial capacity of States? gross domestic product^ tax revenue.

The first of these factors is fraught with great'uncertainty, and the

second can also be criticized, if only, for example, because of the

use of official exchange rates. Lastly, the government revenue varies

from year to year depending on the prices of raw materials, and there

is an arbitrary element in the choice of a reference period. However,

a simple way of avoiding these uncertainties or these arbitrary elements

is to group the States into homogeneous classes, as has been done for

population, and to adopt a uniform flat-rate assessment in each class.

Thus some rough account will be taken of the inequality of the States,

but without going to the extreme of tying oneself down to sometimes

doubtful figures. Moreover, the system has the merit of simplicity.

In table B will be found a rough classification based on two criteria:

Gross domestic product and tax revenue.

This table shows :

- 16 States, each contributing 0*5% or 8% of the total

9 States, each contributing 2«5& or 22$ of the total

3 States, each contributing 5& or 15% of the total

4 States, each contributing 13-6$, or about 54-5$ of the total.

While adopting this scale of assessment based on the financial

capacity of the States, the suggestion of Gabon could be taken into

account by asking the Director to adopt a geographical distribution of

the trainees in the Dakar course that is related to the scale of,.

contribution by fairly flexible rules. Thus it might be agreed, to have

the following geographical distribution:

- States of the first group: 1% each, or 16$ of the total

number of trainees;

- States of the second group: 3$ each, or 27$ of the total

number of trainees;

- States of the third and fourth groups: .8$ each, or %% of

the total number of trainees.
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Assuming that there are 500 one-year fellowship holders at Dakar,

each State in the three preceding groups could send to Dakar 5, 15 and

40 respectively over the five years, or 1, 3 and 8 fellowship holders

per year respectively.

65. The scale of assessment can also "be calculated as a direct function

of the desire of the States to use the Institute's services, following

exactly the suggestion of Gabon.

(a) each State could ask to be classified in one of the following

four categories:

A - each State in this category would be entitled to send

more than 5% of the trainees.

B - same proposal,, for exactly 5% of the trainees

0 - same proposal? for exactly 2.5% of the trainees

D - same proposal for exactly 1% of the trainees

To give an idea of what this means, we can suppose that over

the first five years, the Institute will train 200 two-year

trainees and 100 one-year trainees, and hence will take in

the equivalent of about 500 one-year fellowship holders for

the principal course at Dakar alone.

Under those circumstances, the number of one-year fellowship

holders to which each State in the four above-mentioned

categories will be entitled is as follows: (over five years):

- Category A: over 25, or more than 5 per year

- Category B: 25? or 5 Per year;

- Category C: 12, or 2 ^- 3 per year;

- Category D: 5? or 1 per year.

(b) The States would ask to be classified according to the four

categories, and would pay the following contributions to the

budget respectively:

Category A: to "be adjusted according to the number of requesting

States in the other categories

Category B: 5$ each

Category C; 2.5$ each

Category D: 1% each
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66.

systems1

o payments would be made in advance for the five years.

each year the Institute would announce how many candidates
it could accept in total, and the number of place0 offered
to each State. Naturally the Director would be free to accept
or refuse possible candidates in line with the conditions

of entry settled by the Governing Council. The unused placee
would be distributed to those who might request them.

In conclusion, the Commission could make a choice between two

(a) Under the first system, contributions would be settled
according to a scale based on population (table A) or on

capacity to pay (table B), as the Commission decided. The

Dxrector would choose the trainees on the basis of criteria
defined by the Governing Council, and here it would be

possxble to introduce fairly flexible criteria of geographical

distribution, roughly in line with the scale of contributions.

W Under the second system, the scales would be directly related
to the use which the States wished to make of the Dakar course
to the exclusion of the Institute's other activities.

67. After having decided on the system it wished to foil.,, the
Commission could leave it to the Governing Council of the Institute to

:r e °riations for the fiie riations for the finai soaie «* *°
The L T ' ^ "S SetUed> °f the ™ °* ^ contribution.
The States should then give their final answer before October 1963-
payments being fflade in the first charter of !964 for the whole of L
ilrst rive year.
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TABLE A

CLASSIFICATION OF 32 STATES

(according to population) —' —'

Group 1. Less than 1,500,000

Groups contribution;

1. Gabon

.2. Mauritania

3. Congo(Brazza)

3.

4-

6.

Togo

each country: (0.5$)

Libya . '■

Central African Republio

Liberia

Group 2. Between 1.5 and 8 million!

Group's contribution; 34$ or, for each countryi

8. Dahomey

■ Pv». . Somalia

10._ Burundi -. . . ■

11. Sierra Leone

12. Chad

13. Rwanda

14. Niger

15. Senegal

16. Guinea

17- iTory Coast

18. Upper Volta

19 * Cameroun

20. Mali

21.■ Tunisia ' ■

22. Madagascar

23* Uganda

24. Ghana

Group 3« Between 8 and X6 million

Group's contribution: }>0% or, for each country:

25. Tanganyika

26.- Algeria

27. Morocco

28, Sudan

29. Congo(Leopoldville)

Group 4« Over 16 million

Group's contribution: 32,5$> or for each country, slightly
under ■{■!!%) ■■■. - ■■ '

30. Ethiopia 32. Nigeria

l/ The total contribution of each group is in proportion, to. the population
of the group in i960. Within the group the distribution is uniform.

The States are classified in ascending order as to population,

2/ The choice of the thJrty-tTTo States in this table is based on a
document prepared by the Sub-Committee responsible for drafting the

project for the African Development Bank, and does not in any way

prejudice decisions of the ECA as to the countries eligible to be

signatories of the Convention on the Institute.
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TABLE B

CLASSIFICATION OP 32 AFRICAN COUNTRIES

(according to fiscal revenue and gross

domestic product)l/ 2/

Group 1, Tax revenue less than $20 million, or gross domestic

product less than $200 million

Group's contribution: 8% or, for each country: (0

1. Mauritania 6»
2. Burundi 7•

3. Togo 8.
4. Central African 9.

Republic 10.

5. Rwanda 11•

Upper Volta

Chad

Guinea

Gabon .

Dahomey-

Somalia

12. Niger

13. Congo (Brazzaville)
14. Libya

15. Sierra Leone

16. Liberia

Group 2. Tax revenue between $20 million and $100 million, or gross
domestic product between $200 and $1000 million

Group's contribution: 22.5% or, for each country: (2.5$)

17. Cameroun

18. Mali

19. Tanganyika

20. Uganda

21. Ethiopia

22. Madagascar

23« Ivory Coast

24. Senegal

25• Tunisia

Group 3, Tax revenue between $100 and $150 million or gross domestic

product between $1000 and $1.500 million

Group's contribution: 15$ or, for each country:

26. Sudan 27. Ghana 28. Congo (Leopoldville)

Group 4. Tax revenue above $150 million. Gross domestic product

above $1500 million

Group's contribution: 54*5% or, for each country! (l3.6#)

29* Morocco

30. Nigeria
31- Algeria 32, UAH

l/ Data based on the gross domestic product for the years 1957-59

and the fiscal revenue of the year I960, The contributions of each
group are roughly in proportion to the group's fiscal revenue and

distribution within the group is uniform. The countries are classified

in ascending order as to tax revenue.

2/ See Table A.
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R3QUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

PROM THE

UNITED NATIONS SPECIAL FUND

FOR TH3 ESTABLISHMENT OF

AH AFRICAN INSTITUTE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING (IDEP)

A. SUMMARY

1* This request concerns the African Institute for Economic Development

and Planning which the African countries are proposing to establish in

accordance with resolutions approved "by the General Assembly of the United

Nations (Resolution 17O8(XVl) of 19 December 196l) and by the Economic

Commission for Africa (Resolution 58(lV) of 1 March 19^2), the text of which

appears in Annex I.

2. The objective of the Institute, which is intonded for the use of all the

African countries, is the training of specialists and senior officials of

government agencies and institutions responsible for economic development and

planning. This typo of training will bo of primary interest to the central

agencies which have been set up during the last few years in a largo number

of countries for the purpose of drawing up and implementing development plans

and programmes, all of which are faced with a serious shortage of specialized

African personnel. The Institute will also provide the teaching required for

the training of planning officials and technicians used by the ministries and

the specialized agencies of the countries concerned.

3. The Institute will organize three types of teaching :

r principal course of two years intended for African civil servants or

students at graduate level. This course will consist of two periods

of nine month each, and candidates having the requisite knowledge of ■

economics or statistics will only attend the second part; the others,

on the other hand, will attend the full course;

- introductory coursoaon problems and methods of planning, lasting two

or three months.
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- planning courses of about three months in specialized fields such as

agricultural development, educational development, the utilization of

human resources, etc.

4. A large place will be allocated to research, particularly in the

organization of the principal course, in order to adapt the Institute is

teaching as closely as possible to the conditions prevailing in Africa. In

particular, the introductory planning course should enable the lecturers

to become familiar with the development plans of tho various African countries.

Similarly, close relations will be maintained between tho Institute on the

one hand and the Universities and centres of oconomic and statistical research

in Africa and outside Africa on the other hand.

5- It is further intended that tho lecturers and sonior staff of the

Institute shall be able to carry out advisory functions for African countries,

provided that the necessary coordination in this fiold is established with the

Economic Commission for Africa.

6. The Institute's teaching will bo given in English and Frenoh, thus

enabling documents and data collected throughout all tho countries of the

continent to bo usod. The abolition of the language barrier and the training

of personnel from all the African countries should be a powerful factor in

promoting the meeting of minds in the oconomic sphere.

7. A Committee of Direction consisting of tho reprosentativos of six

countries (Gabon, Senegal, Somalia, Togo, Tunisia, "UAH), was appointed by the

Economic Commission for Africa in order to study the conditions under which

the Institute could be established? the report of the first meeting of that

committee, held at Dakar in Juno I96I, appears in Annex 4.

8. This request provides for the sending of experts (an equivalent of

133 expert-years, distributed over a period of 5 years), the awarding of 12

fellowships intended for the training of African specialists who coulc-

ultimately be entrusted with teaching assignments, and the purchase of the

appropriate technical equipment. The contribution expected from the Special

Fund amounts to a total of US $ 3,395,000.
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9. Under LJCA resolution 58(lV) the Headquarters of tho Institute is to

"bo at Dakar. The Government of Senegal undertook to provide the Institute

with the premisos needed for the activities to bo undertaken at Dakar

(direction and administration of tho Institute, principal course, research,

etc.) and to place at its disposal a minimum of three lecturers.

10. Contributions in kind will also "be provided by tho Government of

tho UAR for the organization of the Cairo sub-regional institute, as well as

by the governments of host countries for the introductory courses and the

specialized courses.

11. The cash contributions from the govornmonts of African countries

interested in the project, which will bo added to tho contributions in kind

mentioned above, have boon evaluated at a total of US $ 1,375,000, the methods

of payment of thoso contributions to be settled at the Fifth session of the

liCA in March 19-63.

B. BACKGROUND OF THE FR0J3CT

12. While it is true that rosolution 17O8(XVl) adopted by the United

Nations General Assembly and JCA resolution 58(lV) originated tho establish

ment of the Institute, tho problems relating to tho training of economists

and statisticians have not oeasod to be in the forefront of JCA's

preoccupations since its first session in December 1958*

13. This insistence is explained by the serious shortage of economists

suffered by most of the African government services, which has become

steadily worso in the years following independence despite the growing

number of university-trained students, because of tho incroased need for

qualified personnel felt by tho now agencies responsible for economic and

social planning.

14. It should be romomborod that development.plans were worked out between

1958 and 1962 by almost all tho African member countri.es of iJCA and that

in a large number of those countries, central planning agencies with wide

powers havo boon sot up, usually.with the participation of technical

assistance experts. Research officers have also been created in the
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specialized Ministries (Agriculture, otc.) for the purposo of preparing

documentation on projects intended either for the central planning department

or for agencies of financial assistance.

15. Africa, which has been forced by the requirements of development to

embark upon the path of planning, is at the same time the continent the most

lacking in educational institutions, in tho face of a demand evaluated at over

a thousand specialists for the public services alone. With a few rare exceptions,

no African University provides a training in economics beyond tho level of a

first degree (licence B.Sc., Boon. eto.\ or equivalent diploma. However,

at the present time there are several thousand African students, dispersed-in

the universities of Africa, Europe and America, who aro-about to attain that

level; it is on these that the governments are counting to fill the gaps.

An alternative would, of course, be Githor to incorporate them immediately

in the administrations, oven at tho cost of interrupting their studios, or

to send them to universities or institutions abroad to pursue specialized

studies there (diplomes d'etudes superieuros, postgraduate courses, etc.) ■

without excluding these two possibilities for a certain number of students,

tho Economic Commission for Africa considered it essential to establish an

African institution which would provide a higher education corresponding to

Africa's needs and adapted, as far as possible, to its problems and its

spirit. Besides the immediate advantages which governments should derive.from

it, this solution presents two special features which enhance its importance.

16. In the first place, at a time when Africa is seeking the conditions for

its unity by endeavouring to re-unify the extreme economic fragmentation

resulting from historical circumstances, it is obvious that there are considerable

advantages in training, within one joint institution, eivil servants destined

to occupy high-level posts in national administrations and who will be in a

position, within a few years, to guide the economic development of the

Continent and to co-ordinate development plans in the various African countries.

17, As a further unfortunate consequence of the political and linguistic

division of Africa, economic and social research is at prosent being conducted

in isolation or else is dispersed among the universities and the various

African research centres. This situation emphasizes the need for an
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institution basing its.teaching- on research with transcends linguistic,

cultural or political frontiers and capable of giving that research the

comprehensive nature which should ensure its effectiveness. This shows how

important will bo the role that research must play in the Institute, which may

well acquire the responsibility for co-ordinating the efforts of the research

workers and specialists concerned in collaboration with the i^CA and the

various African centres.

18. The establishment of the Institute is still to bo justified in the

field of in-service training and tho practical training of serving officials in

economics. Although tho principal course or0anizod at Dakar does not exclude

civil servants, it is probable that, in view of the extreme shortage of

economists in the administrations, civil servants will be in a minority in

relation to students during at least the first few years of the Institute.

It has therefore appeared essential to organize other forms of instruction

for the benefit of sorving public officials. An effort is being made to meet

this need by the specialised short courses intended for officials of .

Ministries and technical services and by the introductory courses which

will make it possible to r^ach, in every country, or group of countries, in

turn, a relatively large number of public officials and senior personnel

whose respective administrations might not have been able to release them

to attend tho principal course.

C. DESCRIPTION OF. TIL1 PROJECT

19. In the definition of tho characteristics of the Institute as described

below, tho indications and recommendations expressed in the following texts

and documents were taken into account :

- 3CA resolution 58(lV) (See Annex i);

- The report of the first meoti.ig of the Standing Committee of

Direction of the Institute (Dakar, June 1962), which was established -

in accordance with operative paragraph A.3 of the above-mentioned

resolution with the participation of xix Member States elected by

the Commission (Gabon, Senegal, Somalia, Togo, Tunisia, UAR);

- Deliberations of the nanel of experts mentioned in operative

paragraph B) of the above-mentioned resolution, in particular as
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they emerge from the memorandum aa_

by the Institute, prepared in June 1962.

Organization ^f tbo Institute

20. Close co-operation with UCA and its secretariat had "been explicitly

envisaged during the discussions preceding the vote on the resolution 58(lV),

under which ;

- The Institute is to be established under the auapices of the 3CA

- A Committee of Direction appointed hy the jJCA is to supervise

.the establishment of the Institute.

- The Statute of the Institute is to be the subject of a discussion

during the Fifth session of the .jCA in 19^3 and should, in particular*

enable the Executive Secretary of the IXA to co-ordinate the

Institute's programme of research and advisory services with the

parallel programme of the _;CA.

Location of the Institute

21. Operative paragraph A.I of resolution 58(lV) states that the Institute

should have its headquarters at Dakar (Senegal).

Operative paragraph A. 2 of the same resolution further mentions that

"Advantage shall "be taken of tho facilities offered by the United Arab

Republic as the site of a future sub-regional institute, and of any other

sub-regional facilities that may be offered by other countries". However,

no date was fixed for the installation of a sub-regional institute at Cairo

and no decision has yet been made concerning the possible use of facilities

offered ~by other countries.

It will be seen later that, while the headquarters of the Institute

is to be at Dakar, it will carry out its activities in a number of countries.

Activities of the Institute

22. The Standing Committee of" Direction defined as follows the different

types of instruction which would be provided by the Institute s
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- a principal course (at Dakar);

- specialized courses concerning the problems and mothods of planning

of a specific sector or field, lasting three to six months, to be

organized in certain countries with the participation of specialists

appointed by all the countries concerned;

- introductory courses of three months organized in co-operation with

African countries or groups of countries, intended for the civil

servants of that country or group of countries;

- short seminars for senior government officials, the first one to take

place at Dakar, the purpose of which would be co-operation between

the planning services and the Institute.

23. posides these teaching assignments3 the Institute would undertake

research and documentation activities and might play an advisory role for

African countries in matters of economic development.

The research activities, which would deal mainly with economic development

and planning methods, would be co-ordinated with those of -JCA. However, the

primary concern of the teaching staff of the institute will be to prepare

courses and discussion topics for seminars having a direct bearing on the

problems and situations characteristic of Africa; indeed it is essential for

the Institute's teaching to be practical, concrete and immediately applicable

to African problems. The courses will be constantly revised so as to include

in them the results of research and surveys undertaken by the lecturers and

trainees, and to take account of the progress in theoretical research achieved

in Africa and outside Africa. Thus a documentation on economic and social

devolrvpment of direct interest both for the economic departments and for

research workers can be both assembled and disseminated throughout the

continent. Those considerations justify the considerable place allocated to

research in the Institute's programme, as may be seen from the table in

paragraph 28.

The Institute could also lend assistance, in the form of advisory

services, to the governments which may desire to benefit from the scperience

aoquired by the teaching staff in the course of its research. Here again,

there must be close co-ordination with the i3CA and the United Nations

specialized agencies, bearing in mind, the privileged role which the Institute
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say well be called upon to play "by co-operating with the sub-regional

or national African institutes responsible for the training of senior and

junior grades of economists.

The Principal course

24. The length of the principal course and the method of recruitment of

candidates (serving public officials or students) as well as the level of

instruction were the object of exhaustive debate, both in the IjCA and.in'-the

Standing Committee of Direction, The essential choice to be made was "between

advanced study sessions intended for serving public officials and training

courses meant for students. Many arguments may be advanced in favour of the

former solution, and it was stressed in particular that officials having

some professional experience and more ma.are minds would assimilate the

practical aspect of planning techniques much more quickly than students.

On the other hand, it is probable that, particularly Coring the early years

cf the Institute, few governments will be in a position to release university-

level officials even for short periods; therefore the Committee "agreed that

in African conditions it would be advisable to train students as well as

officials"; consequently it sc> jmraended that a two-year course should be

organized consisting of two periods of nino months each. Candidates having

the requisite knowledge of economics and statistics would, however, only

attend the second perio&j while the others would attend the whole course. All

of them, both officials and students, should as a general rule hold a university

diploma equivalent to the graduate level.

25, As a result of the discussions on the syllabus, it was in principle

agreed that the principal course would be divided into three parts :

- a theoretical instruction (economics, statistics, economic

models, etc.), the contents of which was specified by the experts;

- a descriptive part to be carried out mainly during practical work

or seminars. Although the content of this part was not considered

in detail, it was suggested that it should include the comparative

study of planning experiences in Africa and elsewhere, the study of

the social structures and institutions (financial, banking,

co-operative, etc.) useful for development, the analysis of

regional planning experiences, etc.
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- more or less specialised optional courses. Annex I of the report

of the Standing Committee contains a memorandum on the principal

course of the Institute. It is understood (paragraph 9 of the

report) that this programme is very tentative and that it will have

to be revised in detail.

The Introductory courses

26 These courses, which will he organised at the request of the governments

of the countries concerned, will cover a period of twe to three months and

will to intended for senior personnel from a specific country or group of

countries; naturally, an effort will be made to adapt the teaching to the
needs of the country or countries considered. The first of these courses mxght

be held at Tunis during the academic year l963/645 a total of nine courses

is contemplated during the five-year period covered by this revest. They are

intended to : .

-provide suitable instruction for a large number of public officials

who could net be released for a long period by the governments of the

' host countries?

-facilitate exchanges of views and ideas on planning and development

problems between university faculty members (each government should

undertake to supply the equivalent of two full-time lecturers), the

officials responsible for economic policy and local research workers

on the one hand, and the teaching staff cf the Institute on the other
*

hand.

The Spocialized courses

27 These courses will also be short ones (three to four months) and will

enable the Institute, in co-operation with the United Nations specialized

agencies concerned, to give instruction on particular aspects of planning.

An example was given of a possible course, in co-operation with the FAO,

on techniques for the evaluation of agricultural projects, another on the

planning of human resources with the ILO, a third on the planning of educatxon

with UNESCO, etc.

Eight courses of this type were included in tho budget given below,

interpretation and translating facilities being contemplated for only three

of them.
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28, The number of traineos to participate in each category of activities,
and the number of courses to bo provided during the first five years of the

Institute are shown in Annex 3. It will be notod in particular that :

(a) the principal course organized at Dakar should receive, during

the first five yoars, 130 trainees for tho first year courso

and 135 for the second year course;

(b) Jight spjcializod courses are contemplated, oach comprising

30 trainees, or 240 during tho five years; tho first courso is

to take place in Cairo 5

(c) Nine introductory courses are contemplated, that is, with 35

trainees por courso, over 300 traineos during tho five years.

The first courso could bo held at Tunis.

The staff of tho Institute

29. The following tablo shows the distribution of tho teaching staff

(in expert-months) among tho various activities of tho Institute,

ffumber of locturer-months

1st yea

Principal course -=.(rh kar)

1st year course ,,,

2nd year course

Specialized courses

Dxternal contribution,.

Institute lecturers....

Introductory courses

Uxternal contribution..

Institute lecturers

Research, surveys, consultations 70 20 30 40. 50

The above table takes into account, in particular, that the principal

course would have to comprise two sections, an English-language section and

a French-language section for each class (1st year and 2nd year).

1st year

65

—

3

13

6

10

2nd

65

65

3

13

12

20

3rd

65

65

6

26

12

20

4 th

65

65

6

26

12

20

5 th■■^ Vr!

65

65

6

26

12

20

a/ see footnote next page.
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Thus,' on the "basis of 32 hours of classes and seminars per week for each

language section, there is need for about 4-5 permanent lecturers (reckoning 7

hours per lecturer per week). For the two sections combined 9 lecturers are

therefore-needed, i.e. for the 9-month course, the equivalent of 81 lecturer-

months, of which 65 are to "be provided by the Special Fund and 16 by the Govern

ment of Senegal.

The lecturer requirements for the two classes of students attending the

Institute courses simultaneously thus amount to 130 lecturer-months, or 15

lecturers (over a period of roughly 9 months).^
Provision should also he made for four full-time lecturers (46 lecturer-

months), for the organization of the specialized and introductory courses.

Bearing in mind the time needed for research and annual holidays, we

arrive thus at a total figure for the teaching staff varying "between 15 and 22

lecturers, depending on the years. A tentative distribution of lecturers by

discipline is given in Annex 2.

30. To these numbers must be added the Director of the Institute and his

"assistant, and also an administrator and a team of translators and interpreters,

as can be seen from the overall table below:

Senior staff of the Institute (Special Fund only)

Director

Assistant

Permanent

lecturers

those with courses

outside Dakar

Temporary

lecturers

for courses

outside Dakar

Administrators

Interpreters and translators

Total

number of

years

5

5

(9)

Number of persons per year

HI
1

1

20

(2)

1

1

14

1

■1

17

1

1

18

(1) (2) (2)

1

1

19

(2)

:7The~c7n*tribution of the Government of Senegal (3 lecturers, or 27 months of
teaching per ye^) is to be added to the numbers indicated. Of those 27 months,
16 SoS! be devoted to the first year and 11 to the second year.
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The assistance expected from the Special Fund in the form of the

sending of experts therefore amounts to133 expert-years.

The large number of interpreters and translators (22 expert-years),

i.e. 5 on a permanent basis during the last 3 years of the Institute, is

justified by the absolute necessity for the-publications, and teaching

material of the Institute to be prepared in English and Stench, and for

facilities being available to provide interpretation at all times for a
lecture or a seminar*

Secretaries, Clerks and Junior Staff

31. The personnel budget of the Institute must also include the following
secretaries, clerks and junior staff, whose salaries will be paid by the

Governments of the recipient countries.

Secretaries, Clerks and Junior Staff

Secretaries

bilingual, internationally,
recruited. _ ■

locally-recruited

Clerks, bilingual,

internationally-recruited,

Drivers

Junior staff

Number of.

years

10 .

45

15

10

50

Number

■1 .'

2

7

3

2

10

of

2

2

8

3

2

10

persons

3.

2

10

3

2

10

per

4

2

10

3

2

10

year

. 5

2

10

3

2

10
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Fellowships for Assistant Lecturers

32. ■ In accordance with'the ECA recommendation (paragraph 219 of the 4th

annual report), the Institute should endeavour right from the start to call

upon African lecturers to comprise the teaching staff. In view of the very

small number of qualified economists in Africa, it appears important to provide

for the training of a certain number of African assistant lecturers during the

first five years of the Institute, who would be able to assist and subsequently

to replace gradually the international experts of the original team. Thus the

budget provides for the -training of twelve assistant lecturers who could first

be awarded a year's fellowship abroad, and would then receive a one-year contract

as assistants in the Institute. At the end of that two-year period (which ooulcl

%:, -be. either shortened or lengthened by decision of the Director of the Institute),

the assistants would be used as titular lecturers.

Equipment and Library

33. The equipment requested from the Special Fund includes calculating

machines, multicopying equipment, typewriters, and equipment for simultaneous

interpretation and electrical air conditioners.

A provision is also contemplated for the constitution of a specialized

library on economic and social development.

Co-operation with the ECA

34. The assistance of the ECA Secretariat is already evident, since an initial

■ 'team composed of mcimbers of the Secretariat and of United Hations technical

assistance experts was' set up in October 1962 in order to prepare the courses

for the first year's teaching of the Institute at Dakar (1963/64).

In the future, co-operation betw»«n the teaching staff of the Institute

'and the ECA Secretariat will take various forms:

- Participation of the Secretariat in the teaching activities of the

Institute (as consultants or visiting lecturers).

- The setting up of joint teams for certain surveys ,or research*

- The constitution of joint teams to provide advieory services to

governments.

- Exchanges of documents and publications.

~^$nYit*tj.onsi to Institute iftcturorfi to "attend mootingo org«ni4cd,by the

' "ECA secretariat, and participation of eeorotsriat moniborg i» Inttitute

1 idinars*
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Co-operation with the Specialized Agencies

35- This co-operation will take three forms:

-First, the Institute teaching staff will, or may, includes certain

number of temporary or permanent Iec1^r«ra--So<)ond&d.from or nominated

by the specialized agencies concerned, who will incorporate in the

instruction the expex;Unjse^a<xnimulated by -those agencies in their

respective fields.

- Secondly, TJKESCO will be invited, under conditions to be determined,

to co-operate in the organization of the principal course in view of

the experience it has acquired and the responsibility -which, has

devolved upon it in the field o.f. social science education at

university level -

- Lastly, the specialized, courses will be organized in close -oo-opex«tio

with the relevant agencies. A certain number of lecturers will be

recruited by the Institute with the help of the agencies, and the

agencies are further invited to supply other l&ctuxers or teachers,

under their own-budget, to facilitate the collection of teaching

material and to provide study fellowships.

Co-operation with the national or sub-regional Institutes

36, An original feature which should characterize the Institute if the

discussions in the Commission are born in mind, is the close co-operation to be

established with the national or regional educational institutions concerned

with planning. In fact several countries artgi groups of countries have

their intention of establishing institutes dt this type, particularly for the

training of junior planning grades- Various* methods of co-operation rould be

envisaged:

- The Institute lecturers could participate in the instruction provided

by the national or regional institutes and vice versa;

- Joint activities might be contemplated, for example the organization of

one or more introductory courses for the training of junior grades;

- Certain trainees from the national or regional institutes mi^it be sent

to the Institute to receive additional training;

and surveys might also be made.
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D. BUDGET OP THE INSTITUTE

37. The total budget of the Institute, for five year.,, is evaluated at

US.* 4,770,000, to which must he added the ooBt of the buildings and land

provided for the Institute by the Government of Senegal and subsequently by

the UAE, the lecturers provided by the Government of Senegal and subsequently

by that of the UAE, as well as by the governments of the host countries of

courses organized outside Dakar-

38. To these contributions must be added the total value of the trainee

fellowships, estimated at US* 1,275,000. Some of these fellowships would be

financed by the African governments, others would be deluded in the United

Nations technical assistance programme, and others, it is to be hoped, would

be financed from various programmes of bilateral assistance.

39. The expected contribution from the Special Fund'amounts to US* 3,395,000,

while the supplementary contribution-from the African governments, the

modalities of which are to be discussed at the Fifth session of the EGA, may

be estimated at US..,$ 1,375,000.

The following tables give the details of these respective contributions:
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Table 1

OVERALL FIVE TEAR BUDGET, BY ORIGBT OF THE FUNDS

Personnel . Years Total . Special Funds Governments

1 . Director & permanent

lecturers. 98 2.250.000 —-

2. Temporary visitors(b)

(courses outside Dakar)* 8 195-000

3. Guest lecturers 25.000

4. Administration ..

(translators,intorprat- 27 54O.OOO

ors) . ___. . .

5.. Total, experts 133 3-010.000 2.56O.OOO 450.000 (c)

6. Assistant lecturers

(Fellowship).. 12 260.000 260.000

7- Travel,studies, ' ■

research- 170.000 170.000

8• Travel of permanent

lecturers(courses
outside Dakar) 135-000 135-000

9- Local Secretariat

personnel 130 600.000 600*000

10. Total, Personnel 4-175-000 3.125.000 1.050.000

Supplies and Equipment

11. Furniture, Equipment 90,000 " 70,000 20,000

12. Supplies and instal

lation 70.000 — 70.000

13- Other operating

expenses 235-000 — 235 -000

14. Total,Supplies & equip- ====|95-OOO ^^JO

ment
15. Overhead cost, executing

agency 200.000 200.00

16. ORAND -, TOTAL 4-77O.OOO 3-395*000 1.375-000

17. Land & buildings (d) . p.m. — p.m.

18. Trainee fellowships (e) 1.275-000
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Table 1 (cont'd)

(a) excluding 3- lo^turara-pDWvidod Tjjr-the T?-Government of Senegal

(soo Table 5).

(b) oxclttding locturors providod by host governments (boo Tablo 5).

(c) 15$ of total cost of exports providod by Spocial Fund,

(d) For the Headquarters of tho Institute), land and *fU±lding supplied by
the Govommont of Sonogal. All current cost of maintenance, :Fu*nit*

and oq.uipmont are included in tho budget for supplies and oquipmont.

For Courses outside Dakar, building supplied by host govomaumte and
all current costs for maintenance, oupplios and eoca^tariat to b© d

to host governments.

(o) See Table 4.

Fellowship to bo requested to AiT^Lcan gov©Muo©nts, Unitod Nations
d bll^l *gfrWM BfEAOofToobniP*l-^«^rtanco pro«m]^ g

pjHrsrision of TJS^^OrOOO for tho fellowship for tho first year of tho

Institute*
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Tablo 2

TOUTED.._WIOKS"SPECIAL KJKD COTTRiferribj^

( THOUSAND US DOLLARS )

' Total '

2\ .. • 3 . -4 ;. : 5.

1. Director and doputy ' ' 25O- 50,5 . 45 . 53,5. 48 .. 53

2, Poaaaanoirtlocte-ors■■- , 2.000 365,9 444,3- 370,4 39'6.,6 422,8

3'/-;temporary locturors ' "' ' .. 195 26 " 25 40 ' '48 43

4> Guost lecturers 25 5 '5 :". 5'- """ .5 15

5- Administration, , , ; - ' .

Interpreters 54O GO 100 120\ .'.120 ' 120

6. Tctal-,<
3»O1O

260

170

135

3.575

14
6

15

5
30

70

200

527,4

65

2r-

12

632,4

7
6

5

5

30

53

40

619,3

:':;65^
33

10

735,3

7

2,5

9,5

40

65

35

35

731

2

2

40

;,9

■ :'

■ .7.

,9

,5

,5

61'7,

.-■36..

35

753,

2,

2,

40

6

6

5

5

648,0

38.

721,8

2,5

2,5

40

, loctvu?'ors

fi'i Travol in rogion

$• Travol,pormanont loGirurors
■ Couxbob outside Dakar

10. Total,porgonnol ^

11 « Tochnical oq.uipmo:it

' (Calculators, oto°)
12-- Transport oquipmont

13 • Library

14» Interpretation oquipmont

15» Air Conditioning oquipmont

1 6 > Total, oquipmont

17* Ovcrhoaa. cost,oxGcuting agoncy

1S, ^±B^p_±j^_jjj/ 3u845 725,4 784,8 774?4 796,1 764,3
contribution,,

. local coet of experts _450 79,0 93.0 89,0 92,0 97,0

20-. Not Tntal 3,^95 646,4 691,8 <G5,4 704,1 667,3

a/ . "
~t including contribution from governments to local cost of exports

as shovm in itom 19 -
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Table 3

CASH CONTRIBUTION FOR RECIPIENT GOVERNMENTS (KETAILED ACCOUNT)

( IN THOUSAND US DOLLARS) .

Total . Toars

1 • 13$ Contribution
local cost of experts . 450 19 93 89 92 97

2. Bilingual Secretaries and

international G.S.Staff 290 5* 5* 5$ 5^ 5*

3> Other secretaries and Clerks 165 27 30 36 36 36

4% Drivera,tol.operators etc. 145 29 29 29 29 29

5. Total 2f 3+ 4

&'• Furniture,main Course

7~« Office supplies

8. Supplies for maintenance"

. of buildings

9. Misc. installations

10 j. Maintenance of Offices

11 • Maintenance and running of

. vehicles

12* Rent of telephone installation

13. Utilities ^
14* Postage,cable,etc.

15. Miscollaneous(publication,etc.)

16. Total 6 to 15 ~~ 325 101 $6 56 56 56
17. Grand Total 1.375 294 266 268 271 276

including electricity for air conditioning oquipmont-

600

20

30

15

25

30

15

30

65
60

35

114

20

6

3

25

6

3

6

13

. 12

7

117

6

3

-

3

6

13

12

7

123

_

6

3

-

6

3

6

13

12

7

123

—

6

3

6

3

6

13

12

7

123

—

6

3

-

6

3

6

13

12

7
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Table 4

FELLOWSHIP BUDGET FOR TRAINEES

I1!,

Total US $

Main Course, Dakar.

Cost of individoal_aaijniial^ellowshilp4--US$-3,000

265 trainees x 3-000 ^ ....•_«..,•

Specialized Courses.

Cost of iridividuaX^ellowship(3fficoiiiiiia)-tTS$ 1,500

24a trainees x 1^00 .... ..••-...♦•..•

Introductory Courses .. .

Cost" of indi viflng-1 _J*fi1_IOTfBhi ^^"''T^ths)- TJS4 1,200
-.... . ■ j.

Assiiming an. average of 1/3 of foreign

students, I.e. 100 fellowship holders, ,

100 (out of 310) x 1200 w-

795*000

360,000.

120,000

, 1,275,000

...

Pollowship cost to include subsistence allowance, travel and insuranoo

Fellowship to "be awaxdod only to foreign students, and not to nationals

of host country*
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Arno:c .1.

ESTABLISHMENT OF AIT AFRICAN INSTITUTE FOR

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND

Resolution 58 (IV) n.rlo-ntoa bv tho Commission at its 76th P-lonary.

" ' MGQ-^in^Qn 1 March

The Economic Commission for Afr:oa,

Ro calling Gonoral Assembly resolution 17O8(XVl) of 19 Bo comber 1961,

and its own resolutions ^6 and 17 (H)>

Hptins moreover with satisfaction document 33/Off. 14/128 on tho eetablish-

ment of an African Institute for Uccnomic Development and Planning,

g Vtbc urgent needs for the estaTalisliaoiit under tho auspices

of the ECA?of" an-African Instituto for Eeonomio Development and Planning

to train the staff indicponsa^.o for tho economic and social advanooment of

tho African States, in accordance with the studies of tho panel of experts,

Considering; tha-'; tho wrk of such an institute ought to ombracQ

roBearch and training in several disciplines, in particular thoso relating

to planning and national accountancy; and that it ought also to act in

a consultative capacity for tho Irer.ofit of all African States,

Considering the decision taken by the Commission at its 73rd meeting

hold on 28 February 1962 that tho headquarters of the Institute should bo

at Dakar,

Considering that there exist at Cairo a university infra-structure and

an Institute of National Planning which could act as a sub-rogional institute:

A. Decides that

1, An African Institute of Economic Development and Planning shall bo

established this yoo.r with headquarters at Dakar?

2. Advantage shall "bo taken of tlio facilities offered by tho United Arab

Republic as the cite of a fut-ure sub-regional institute, and of any

other sub-regional facilitios that may be offered by other countries?
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Annex I

3» A standing committee of direction shall "be sot up, to be composed

of six Member States oleetcd by the Commission for two years;

Bv Instructs the Executive Secretary to appoint a panol of experts to

1* Draw up a preliminary draft statute and a preliminary draft

convention for accession "by States;

2£ Study forthwith the material conditions of the installation and

operation of the Institute at Dakar;

3- Study the conditions under which the Institute of National

Planning at Cairo could serve as a sub-rogional institute;

Cv Requests the Executive Secretary to report to the Commission at its

fifth session.in 1963 on the extent to which the foregoing decisions have

"been executed-.
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PROVISIONAL. LIST OF I#C!ftJItEES BY DISCIPLINE

(First year).

Pormanent lecturers Toaching languagee

1> Diroctor

2, Deputy Director

3y Mathematics,1 Statistics

4« Econometrics, Models

5.- General economics, planning

6j. Social aspects of development

7> Formulation of projects

9> Transport

1O> Agricultural development

11, Man-power, human resources

12> Planning of education

13., Financial and Fiscal^protlojoas

14'« Language course

Xs

X

X

X

E

X

X

X

F or E

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Total )-' , of which

Temporary lecturers

4 lecturers for 3 months each have been included in the first year

"budget o Their field of teaching to be decided in the light of

subject adopted for specialized course.

Lecturers to be requested to Senegalese Government

of which Director, Deputy, three lecturers provided by Senegalese

Government and 14 "by UN Special Fund.
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Activities

Annex 3

INSTITUTE ACTIVITIES

• Total. Tears

Main course, Dakar

Trainees, 1st year

Trainees, 2 year

Specialized coursos (3 months)

Number of courses

Participants.'

Introductory courses (3 months)

Number of coursos

Participants

Seminars (2-3 weeks)

Number of sominars

130. 20 20 30 30 30

135 - 25 30 40 40

8 112 2 2

240 30 .30 60 60 - 60

9 1 2 2 2' ■ "2

310 30 70 70 70 70

4 1111
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Land i.na. building*; n.ain course

Tbroo loctur^urs, inajn course

Land and tuir.ding^.;.EJii<b-rogional Instituto

L^ii5£^:.^.9.''i:t!.so6j for each. ccmrsG:

use of tr.ilding; TapplioBj )

eg orjtariat, roproluotion )

2/

3 nonJ;ha of locturorc

Origin

Senegalese Government

Senegalese Government

UAR Government

Host Government

noo cf "building, s

sccrctar: -zt7 roprc.lu.ction

6 raonthc cf locturora

Host Government

y The Co irornmont of the UiH also announood that followshipaand possibly
lecturers would "bo put at the disposal of the sub-regional Institute,
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UTILIZATION OF THE COUNTERPART FUNDS

(Revision of Table 3 annexed to the request for assistance)

(in thousand US dollars)

1/

3 4Total

Years

2

1. 15$ contribution to cost
of experts.

2. Secretaries and international
G.S. staff. 228

3» Locally-recruted junior staff 340

450 79

54

60

4. Total Staff;

5» Furniture and permanent
equipment

inoluding:IIiscellaneous furni

ture and installations'(Dakar) (72

1018 193

110 110

Office equipment (10

Telephone installation (3

Miscellaneous installations (25

6m Office supplies. 40

7. Maintenance of buildings 65

8« Maintenance of equipment
(including cars) 25

9. Telecommunications (including
of telephone) 100

30

.70

40

480

72
10

(3)
(25)

8

13

10. Mail

11. Water-Electricity

12. Miscellaneous

13. Total 5 to 12

14. Overall total

20

6

14

8

184

93

34

64

191

8

13

20

6

14

8

74

89 92

58

72

8

13

20

6

14

8

74

34

72

8

13

20

6

14

8

74

97

48

72

219 198 217

8

13

20

6

14

8

74

1498 377 265 293 272 291

1/ The distribution over the years is approximate and subject to revision




